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PurJue University, DepartmAnt of I:OrnPllt·![' :;(:ien~e3
ABSTRACT
For tWQ years now, beside:] my ['~r.1l1Ilr w{jrk in
Thnoretical Computer Scienc8 ill Berlin, I Ilave
given seminars to Computer Scienne utudp.nt~ on
"The Li~er8ture of Sm~ll Systems". TOB~theJ' we
rend books like "Walden" by Thorenu, "Smnll is
Beautiful" by Schumacher, "Zon and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance" by Pirsi~. 1 rlr~w 00
those experiences in discussin& th,! que~tion; ~h~t
differentiates a biB environment from n smnll one?
ilow does the difference influonce our illtera~tionB
in e:lch?
Not only the menns and rules of II 9y~tem
determine it, but also my knowin~ of how it works,
Iny willing to act in it, find the value3 Rttach
1;0 it. I cAll ,q systf!m ''lmall' if it 1:> 'ljlpl"upl"i-
~te in t~ese five respects, neither e~ce33i/e nor
uefectiv8. Since extremes impair thR interac-
t~0n3, W9 interact more intensely in a small 3y3-
t~ln thon in a big on8. - Genarally one Ilescribes
3nd controls computer-aided nnd other technic~l
syst~ms through their me,qn3 lind rllle~ Alone.
Ther~by une reduces the 3yst~m9 to the fir8t two
J"espects; they become biS. This observation llolds
fur any kind of scientific work. A scientist who
cunfin~n himself to work with small systems, could
W0rk with on ecological conscience.
*~'fe~c:ll1(R-C-h<;~i.fn~_i·';~~;-ft.qtBerlin, F.B. InfcJl"lnnti:<. I
was viRitin~ Pennsylvani3 Stat8 University and Purdlle
University on a travel grant of the Deut:~che
Forschun&sgemeinschaft while I wrote the pRper. I laid
the foundations of the papal" durine n 19"r9/80 sabbati-
cal at Purdue University, made p0ssihle by u travel
grant of the Stiftung Volkswagenw~rk. I thank both in-
stitutions for the ~enerous 9upport.
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1. Introduction
In 1845 Henry DR'lid Thorenu buil t a ~'~~illl ~.'lhin in the
woods near his hometown. nnd lived there on his own for some
time. From his journals he formed 0 book, "Waldan" (Refer-
'~Il~e5 part 1), which explains (p. 172): "I went to the woods
because 1 wished to live deliberately, to fro n ~ only th e
eS8ential r'ae ts of life, DDII 30e if J could noL lenrn wh~t
it had to t~llch, .3.nd not, \~hen I cnme to die, (Ji.'H~over t hilt
I had not lived". In the chRpter on "Economy" he ~tllte5
~hnt "the swiftest traveler 13 he thut nOC8 afoot" (p. 144);
if you wnnt to go by train, you h::l.V8 to carn the
~onl!Y first, '"herens Thorcnu as :J. w.. lki~r Alart right
",way; "and as for seeing the country and g~tting experience
of tha': kinn, I ~houl,i hnve cut your aClJllll in t,'lnce 111to-
gether" ( p • 145) . By 'lis stnying in the woods Thorcnu
'tI'Jnted to prove, :'It least to himself, thnt II Dimple life is
more benutiful and more efficient thnn R life which, fiS ~ ,...~
common, r,~qlli r'C'11 Buh3t.'lntl.'l1 f1l1PP0l"t f I' orn t h (! hip,
around it. Cnn 1. as n scientist, live tiS Thor~nu di~?
This woul~ be a t'lreefold tn~k: "Simplify" my find
my r8seal"ch; work towards <l. "small-scale science" this waji
Inake my job and my every-day life consistont.
The other day I got two lettars, bo th nddrcilsing mo
"Den r Dirk", type-written, signed in blue ink. One of them
was by a friend. T rend it twice, n nd it
away. The other WitS by un insllrnnc8 comrany, offcrine me
,
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incredible savings if I enred to I'end thrQur;hj which r rI i d
not. It had been done on a computer, trying to mllKe a per-
uonnl conn~ction to a million people at the snmo timn. WilY
was 1 so disgusted? M~inly because I felt halpless: I couin
not talk back to the man who had written me; 1 could no t
reach him, since he disdained me as n human bp.ing, takio6
interest in me only as a potential customer. An (1 ~;econ(l,
because
in.
he had ~bused the powers of the very [191,1 I work
Last summer, I WIlS assi,~ned 11 course on '"Ma thel~;:\ t i.~s
for Co~puter Scientists" with 400 students. There WIl3 11 bif,
l~cture, and small sections tutored by graduated students.
Actually 1030y students knew better, Rnd did not come to the
lectllre ~fter the first weck, preferring to work in flmall
fJ,rOilp3. Alid were they not right?
to them IHI the insurance salesman did to me? [ know fiell
te9.ching and learning can be extremely borin~ in a
small group 3S well, and also that one can exclte a m03S of
students by u stimulating talk. Above nIl, how cnn one dp.~l
cffi~iently with 400 stu<lents other thnn throunh n big lec-
t u re? But disdaizl blocks off any communicHtian; so actually
flu t wlln t , b i r, ,
for a lecture'? Or 'small' for II science?
In Mathematics one distinguishes between 'finite' and
, in fin i t e', but one can not bet wee n 'b i. g' .<l n d '8m all'. " \of fJ
would need a number theory where the numbers obovs -s certRin
limit
- ~ -
fade awny n~ the tOIles do in c ..p,llmu '.• Prtlll IIp. rnnys
nnee relnnrked in n disCl18sion on finil;(' Ilri l.hm'l\..j(:!). ( ~: ,-, t:
the pllpe rs by E:3enin-Vo 1 pin unll hy gil r'enf'~IJr:h t, I 1/ •.1 r~ l.'(~n{~e:1
part 5.) The Ramsey numbers might provide such limits; b II t I
m8F1suring only the mathematical complexity of a structurq,
they ~re so immensely big that they ~re practically 11geless.
(See the. paper by 'F.P. RAmsey, References prtrt I).) In C0m-
plexity Theory one rlistinr,ui.shea between "f(!:15 i bIn" Hnd
"non-fensible" algol"ithms, the former O{WS belnH of polyno-
mial cost. Again, feasible algorithms fo rm infi:lltcly
3seendint; chA.in, leaVing no clue for 3 bordecline bet~~en
'big' nnd 'small'.
Du~ing t~o sabbaticals at Purdue Univ~rsity my wife ~nd
I stUdied the LiterHture of geology wi th .J<1n ~Iojcik of ~h8
We read Arnone nther bookH "Walden" by
lIen:'Y David Thoreau, "The Wildernesn World af Jalln Muir"
editpd by Teale, "A SRnd County Almnnac" by !tido
,q OU "j'ilgrim Ht 'finker Creek" by Annie Dil ]<1rol, lind kept 11
jourllill on a dreary lot in the Ulliver:ilty's llOl"ti":ultul' (1
Pnrk Hef~r",nces part 1 ) Both tIle rending and the
writi~g were exer~i3e3 in seeing. We t h rl t the many
brflnch~s of a h~mlock ~ree form a unity thu hemlo~k - in 3
way Quite different from
trees form the woodlot.
how the many ~rliformly plan ted
This experience helped me to unller!:ltand thnt in
sitUAtion the difference between 'small' nnd 'bie' lies not
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only in the size of the system but Jnore in the kind of human
involvement. To keep a system slnnll 140 have not only to use
simple means; we Rlsa have to enter with our fr~e will, [01-
low loose rules, develop an inti.mate knowledge, care foC'
what we do. Only then we interact intensely. If we cut out
the human values, everything becomes abstr~ct. Dill" partners
f~de away into purposes, the distances grow, the system
becomes "biF," in this very real senDP-, thou~h not necen-
sarily numerically . In a big system much of t h C' attention
.clod o?nergy goes into the system instead of into1 thl1 pc-lrtici.-
pants; which makes the system inefficient.
This gnalysis in turn llelped me to undersklnt! my own
likings and dislikings in the matter. I am not opposed to
their tendency towarrl9 bi~ systems.




scientist, livinB in f.l modern civiliz,qtion, r have con-
stantly to deal with big systems, Rnd of ton I do not know
how to do witJlout them. I do not try to chnn6e them; this
wo uld be a big-systeMs-attitude in itself. Out I try to
crente small syst~ms around me as milch os I ~nn.
I have tried to write the paper in this npirit. I do
not present 3 universully valid theo~y; rAtllBr r picture, AS
clearly as I can, what I know ~bout smnil systems, nnd how I
live and work with them.
In sect _ 2 I ,ievelop the concept of :i system
through the sbove example of lee turin/?:_ In sect. 3 I
6
introduce the terminology And the ~enerql definition of big
system' nnd
d~rinj tion to
'small system'. In nents. ~ nnd ~ T npply thr:
techni~Rl systems (e3p. to nutomntiH'ltjon) nnrl
to science, resp .• tAking up the llxnmple of le~turjng ae~in
in sect. 5. In sect. 7 I analyse my rolation n~ a h urn II n to
D1l.ture nnd to IRneuage, as I experience it through the
literature of ecology. I includq a fairly p"I r-
tially Annotated list of books nnd p~per3 for r~fernnce god
further reading. A former version of this paper in
hnd three additional sections on properties of smnll Sy3-
temn, on pecularities of tho anQly~is pregented, and "n my
work Rt the university concerned with small 3ystnms.
refer them to 8 later publication.
1
Acknowledgments: I am grateful to the mnny people who by
questi(Jning, talking. and listening helped to get this paper
vn its way_ Special thanks go to my wife loin rie Luise, to
our oldest 80n Tjark, to my sister Frauke, 3nd to Ludger
Alb;~rs, Wollgnng Coy, Hans-Jorg Kreowski., Leon'lrd Li.pshitz,
~l:lhr, Pribbenvw, Volkmllr Ano rn:l3
hbCJve fill I thllnk
Jan Woj!'ik, who has deeply i.nfluence!} my lifo by ~uilling me
tCJwards an ecological conscience, nnd who nlso ~l!3.rified my
thCJughts and purified my words in writing this paper.
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2. Sm8~! and bi~ lectures
I approach the problem throllr,h the Question: 110 W
the proce~B of teaching and learning change with the number
of people participating?
I choose this example because most of
'Ir~ experi-
enced with it in SOme way. I atert with an analysis of the
situAtion based on my own experiences a3 n tencher and as a
sturlent. I do not intend these observlltions to be a sci en-
tifie investigation on class size. QUite in the contrary, I
will use it as 3 model to ~hift the attention" in the enquiry
into the mp.:J.nings of 'big' and' small' AWIlY from numerical
si.ze towards other categories. I hope that I can make this
shift transparent even to the reader who disagrees
on the rlidactive observations.
with me
~! ~tage: Up to about 5 p~rticipRnts in n lenrn.tng s i bHI.-
tion communicate mainly by cOllversing or by doing things
together. Only a few informal rules IIrf;! necessnry to regu-
l!l. t e the process, like "No more than two people talking at
the SAme tilne." A few simple meAns cnn be hQlpful, like
books, And paper Alld pencil. Everybody can continuously flnJ
through direc~ contRct communicate witl! everybody. Even if
the participants vary widely in 3ge Or knOWledge, everybody
can learn through the communication. Teaching nnd lenrning
are not distinct. Even a single person learning from direct
experience, from a book, or from memory. still leArn!'!
through communication though with invisible partners.
,
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..?.~ stage: As more members join the <~rO\lp, flitu1;I.tion
requires more structure and more nllxilinry llupporl;. A :1io-
gle teacher, or several, emerge:. ; the work to be
planned, prepRred and done, evalunted nnd ~r'ldp.d; thl'! pllrti-
cipants lecture on specified subject:; ; one bll'lck-
boards, pin boards, exhibits; subgroups Dwolve whi~h work
b~fore and after class. Hore and more, the p'trti~ipAnts
lea rn outside of the assembled group, vheren~ the Yssigne:1
hour~ serve Tilther to ol"p;llnize the proceflS 'Inri keep
.. ,, ..
prOC':!3S
splits into lecturing and listeninp" impo:'1ing the fixed
roles of teacher and students onto the pnrti~ipllnt."I. The
5ubjeGt matter tends to be distributed in class, to be dig-
This type of communiclltion reqlliren more rigid
l'lll",s cov~ring both te~-Jcher find studentf-J gra.iin~
specif\CRtions, and expensive technicnl means like a lecture
Since teachinG nnd learn-
i~g .<ire divided, the teAcher gats less feed-back; thus he
l'~'lrns less from his studants. With a ranI crowd in the
lectllr~ comm,lnicAtion almost certainly becomes one-way. at
the SHIne time entert~ining and tormenting both ~tudents nnll
te:lcher.
To sum up: The more people there "re i n H lenrning
group, the less they COli commllnicate directly. Instead,
they commllnic~te throu~11 fixed chnnnels which more
elaborA.te meMns nnd Inore riMirl rules. Thiu yields R fixed
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situation; change, nnd thus learnin~ occurs
t!lO lecture.
mainly olltfJLllc
Let us look closer now at thiR first picture of lel.lrn-
iog situlltions to see what really coo9titutos the differ-
enees between I small' and' big'.
First, more participants require more menOR rules
to keep the communication goiog, but the converS8 i9 not
true. Namely, 8 8Il1all group, too, con employ complicated
technical means like a lo~rning m~chine, or ~trict rules
like "No talking without beiog Rske,]".
Second, elaborate means Rnd rigid rules ail such, res-
trict the commu!lication, independently of the group size.
Namely the means di~turb the direct contact between the par-
ticipHnts, and the rules (live!'t the camrnlinicI\!;LI1Il intI) fiK,~(1
clHlnnel ., .
Third, poor
dOllbtful rules (:\5 who
(like InnnunRe difrteulti~9) ~nrl
is to spank) make the communiCJltion
uncertRin or impossible. Thus, we llnve the right com!~uni'-::R-
only with ~ppropriate menns anntioD
ate means avoidine the ex t rem es of
rules; where ap~rop~i­
'too much' ann 'no t
enough', keeping to simple means and loose rules.
Fourth, inappropriate means e8~ily. but not neces-
sArily, bring forth RppropriRte rules. For example, the use
of expennive equipment mnkes strict scheduline; ncceonfl ry.
find with everybody ch8tterin~, nobody enn bo unnerstood.
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FinAlly, appropriate means find make til e rir. ht
kind of comm~nic8tion p03slbl~, bllt thAY 110 not se~tlrH it.
Indeed, the communicAtion cnn brel1.k down in groups witn
appropriate m8F1nS and rules, e.f/;. when one of thp. partici-
pants knows too ~uch. Thus there ffillMt be other be~rinB3 of
the communication ~Ihich csn go out of kilter. I 'o'I'ill use
bearings 3S a technical term for the Aspects which determine
the
f [l r .
comm;ll1i,~ation; 1 hove inve~ti~ntp.rt means nn~ rules ~o
As 8. ~hird bearine. I consider the ~~~_!.£<!./i_~ about form
and conten~ of the communication. h small ~roup can learn
without anybody knOWing exactly where and to proceed.
a big lecture, however, as n teacher I have to know
beforehand wh~t I want to say and why; but while lecturine,
I do not know wh8t is going on within the students. As :l
:')t'ld·~nt., '.)n t.he other hnnd, T cannot nnticipnte the course
of the lectur~; but I will grow accustomed to the teacher' 3
s ~yl e.
~ow ! record observations Lo th e of
m~nns ~n,l rlll~8, to liberate us further frOln nilinerical 3i~e.
Fi 1'8 t, mo1'~ people in " lenrnine o'p'OUp mako fixed
kno'~'ledt~e Second, the fixed knowled69 impedes
communication, independent from the group si~e, becaUSH
lcar::ling is not just an exchange of information but
requires both sides to change. Th i. rd, ignorflnce hinflers
communiccltion no well, for this vdry rennon; thu~ nn inti-
..
11
mate, but exploratory knowledge is npp~opriate between tho
'!xtr8m8S of 'fixed' I1nll 'shnky'. l"ourL1I, 1n:\p[lropr'irl t/!
kno~]edge tends to go with in~pproprl'lte menns and rules.
Fo r example. when a lenr-ning situAtion involves more menns
and rules, I have to know nbout them, whether T am teache r
or student; otherwise, I am likely to suffer from requira-
ments I did not meet I or from a failure in the :Jupporting
system. Finally, even with these three bear logs standin~
well, the communicatiOl1 can still surfer, for example,
a too dominant tenchnr.
from
Th(~r~ fore. I consider naxt tho ~!:.!.l to comm,ln Lell ts j anel
m:'l ke the Analogous five observations. In 11 9mall group, we
can lee rn wi thout lDuch effort. whereas in big lecture,
student or teacher, I really have to put energy into th9
system of commllnicntion r~tller than on the meSS/lee. Beine;
overdet~rmined in this way, I communicate badly, indepen-
dent of the group size, since I concentrate more on the sys-
tem than on my pl.lrtner. 1 commllnic~te poorly ~130 when I
appr~ach feebly: to chanBe through learninR, bC9ille~ brifl~-
ing joy, is pRinful; it will not hAppen withollL force from
bot!l sides, teacher and student. Only the free will of ~lI
pfl.r'ticipllnts, Ilvoi iling the of 'determined' nnn
'feeble', is appropriate for learning. Either elCtrf.!lne is
likely to go with extremes in the other bearings. For exam-
pIe, wi th a determined or feeble will, people wi 11 not
become intimate. Still this is not the whole picture, since
e.g. a presumptuous telldler can destroy ,~verything, even if
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the bearings we have con~idered are rllnctloning well.
The missing part in the picture is the v1l1ue which I
to the situation. In fI slnnll group 1 can clire for
the others, respecting their needs And wishes. In a big
lecture, we do not know each other; therefore, I clln place a
high value on the communication nh3tr~ctly, or on the g ro \l P
collectively, but not on the single pRrtlcip~ntg und their
conc<O'rns. Very easily I become presumptuous, or sublnissive,
or ruthless instead, overrating the valun of the other per-
son, or of myself, or of the communiclition; or I become
indifferent, attAching no value et all, not even to the
learning process. Either way I impair the communication,
since the relations between the people involved, or between
the people and their purpose, are out of balance. Only by
(:.'1 r1 ng :Ind thus b<O!ing helpful, I value the situation
appropriately. Again, as a teAchel' or u student, I do nnt
relllly en re when I overdo or underdo in pl"eparing the lec-
ture (knowledge), in my wish to communiCAte (will), or in
the organiziltion (mea.ns end rules) • Finnlly, I maintain
that we have now collected the conditions for the rieht type
of communication: simple means and loose values, an intimate
kno~ledge of the people involved Bnd thG subject,




In th(! 1.'l.st scction I :')ur,~ented !.hnl. in II l';ctl1r~ t, 11 (!
number of particip3nts determi.nc3 thl! c:ommllnicnLion in fivo
respects, which I call be~rint'I~. Wi.\;h too mnny pnrt.icipflots
the be'lrings go out of kilter, getting too tight or givine
~0 support at all. But they mfty go into extrel~es in a smAll
group .9.S well. In Bny c~se the extremes do curtnil the cam-
munication. We communicate well only if tho beari.Of,3
The bearings influence ench other: one ,!xtr91~e le~,ls
to the other.
othe"
Bu t they do not di.rectly 00
I -.. ent through this rather detailed nnnlys.is of 18[\1'0-
~ng situ~tions to shift the attention ~WBY [rom ~hger numer-
ieal 3i7.9, and then in the general lIo.'l1ysis, ·.... hieh I
now,
alone.
to define 'big' :'Ind 'small' referring t.o the belirings
A system is composed of members which inter'lct -",i th
cHell other to a certain purpose. The loembcr3 ~nn be mon,
IIl1imllls, plants, 'Jr inanimnte like By
I denote every conceiv'lhl~ way of g~ttlng into
relation, :'IS: the wolf eats tho mouse; meo oper~t~~
machin~; sunflower ab~orbs 9unliRht; the machine kills n
man. 'Purpose' also is quite generA.l, not just the profit
0" the immedillte ~oal. Wo alwA.Ys nct to B certain en~,
which unites us i~to B system. We will see l~ter that this
unity is stronger in small systems thfln in big onos.
Adapting this terminology I uofin0: An in te rill; tion is
appropriate if it is right in 111] flve benriog3, neither
~xce!Jsi.e no~ defective.
if for 311 human members all interactions are smnll. If any
human member goes into extremes in any respect, then tho
system becomes bi§. (or elCcessive ) . And I maint~in thp.
thesis: In B small system the interactions Are Inore
thnn in a bie system.
intense
I emphasize that in distinguishing between small and
big systems, I refer only to te human members. E~pe~l,'l.lly ,
I do not investigRte systems wllers no humnnR 3re present. I
do not feel thus restricted: If a system without humans, say
3. technic;}l system, concerns me at All, I become thus pa rt
of the system, if only aa an observer. Similarly the
in~~r~~tion between non-human members of " system,
between machines, is importRnt for n human member only if he
is in any ~ay occupied or concerned with it. Thus, I do not
consider the relation "The birch hinders the pine from grow-
:i ng" but r.'l~her "It bo thers the t llll t the birch
hinders the pine from growing". (Comp'lre the fine p'lragraph
on bi3~e~ untitled "Axe-in-HAnd" in the Novelnber part of the
"Sand County Almanac" by Aldo Leopol,i; References pnrt 1.)
In the terml~ology I follow E.F. Schumacher. In his
book "Small is Beautiful" he differentiates between "big
companies" and "small companies" according to the i I' 81ze,
i . e. the number of employees or the alnount of llroduction;
,
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"small technology" however, menns "nppropri:lte"
in the .'Ibaye In 'his last book "Good Work" he useD
t~e term 'appropri~te technology' expl leitly La he 1 P
reader brenk free from thinking in term3 of 3he~r 91ze or
number. My analysis is not Schumacher'~. but i t is veey
eopeclally by h13much influenced by his way of thtnkine,
third book "Guide for the Perplexed". (All
part 4 of the References.)
thr0.(! books in
Now let us consider the thesis "The melnbers of a 3mllll
8y stem interact more intensely than those of 11 big systom".
~nis seemed fairly obvious in the of tenchlne
learning es investigated in the last section; and still is
with the general situAtion governed by the above definition.
With nefecti'l8 bearin!1's, the interRetions break dOlm: they
nr~ impos~ib18 without enough support; their l"'~f3ult~j
uncertAin under doubtful rules; shaky kno~ledge as well
In'lkes them impossible or indeterminate; we cnnnQt pu t them
through feeble-mindedly; and we cannot endure with them if
we value them indifferently. Excessive bellrin,gs ['astrict
the fa rms of interfl~tion3: elaborRte menns block off the
dil'eet cont~ct between the pRrticiponts; rigid rulen
spontaneous chllnges in the interactions; with
fa rb Ln
fixed
knowledge 1 do Ilot even consiner chnne8s; beine determined
to succeed, I easily overlooked many wnys to ~uccess; and
overvalullting either partner or the interRetion, 1 muke most
interflctions im p03si ble. I S LlmmR ri 70e
into t flO statements: system where the be.'1 rin e s 'I C8
defective
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falls apart; thus the pRrtl,:ipRnt~ ~j~par~D. The
more excessive the be~rings of 1\ SY31'lffi .... ro. th a .J t rOIl~C ("
grows th e the less import;-\nt .'Ire the membp.r~ us
3uch; thus the systems puts itself in be~w~en its member!'}.
In either case, the distances between tho members grow a8
the bearings go into extremes; the systom becomes liter~lly
"big" • only that I now measure the distan~en between the
participants and not their number.
I con~enBe the Rnalysis into the fol1owin~ rlinr;raffi
'J !'r1 c r to sugGest, by their scheml'l.ti7.A.t.ion, j~he Ilhstrn'~t
relationships between the concepts. I 00 :lckIl0>11erlp, in e
that when one reinserts the terms into a rhelarionl context,
they trade logiel'l.l precision for discursive ~uege3tion.
Bearings of Form of int,~rl!ction
inter,'l.L~ti'Jn big(excessive) smnll(approprinte) big(dp.fective)
H<;!l3.ns elaborA"te simple poor
Rules rigid 1003e doubtful
Kno'.... ledge fixed intimllte .shaky
Will determined free feflble
presumptuous
V31 ue caring indifferent
submissive
In spite of the orderly representation one should not
ta ke the :;Inaly3i3 as scientific in the trAditional sense.
Although I define terms and estnblish relations between them
by referring to re1l1ity, I do not claim an objective trut!'l.
Rather, T try to explain my own experiences as clp.nrly os I
can, thus to
- 17
induce similar, or different, f!XIH1rienc:e3 in
the reader. I use the analysis to unller~tnlld the r~lR.tion!i
in which! find myself. Once and :lr,ai.n, 1 ."l.m 1\:1t0Ilished how
easily things fall into place when I translate d 8itu~tion
into the lAngun68 of small aystel~3. In this Dcnn8 the
~nBlysis is important and very to rn~. r the
reader to verify it i.n
involved with; but not to
the r~mall
translate it
nnd bi.g 9Y3t~ms he is
into a univernsl 8y9-
tern like philosophy or science, because there it maks9 no
sens~. Especially, I put my very own vaIuGs into the
Clnll1ysis: the attri.butes for amnII RystelO:.l are pasit:i'l8, the
others negative. "Smsll is beautiful". Although I do no t
build a scientific construction, 1 rlo not preach
either, neither a new nor an old reli~ion. Any relieion, ~t
if crystallized into a church, is a big HY8t~m: cer-
tain in its knowledge e.bout God and the world, rl.gili in its
rules, often to 0 rich, determined to proselyti7.e, valuing
b~liefs rather than people. (In Sect. 6 I will apeak simi-
larly, but ,.. i th more cs re and detail about science.) If
ullderstood as a religious or an objective scientific state-
J:Ient til e will deteriorate into a big system. It
shall entice you instead to live in small systems.
The first lnisconception - which takes the 'lnnlysis of
small systems as secure and unbiased - goes tOBp.ther with a
second one, which often comes up in discussions nt this
point. Namely, small systems be the golden mean, in the
five bearings, between the extremes or excess I] nd want.
With this
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conception one ~ssume3 thot betwDen extr~me~ one
should b~ in a stable b~lnnc~:
-
But. [tetuHlly, when c.qught betwe~n Hny pnir of one
is drRwn towards either direlltion, dependinR 0/1 whether one
-"alues the be:lring in question posllively 0" nfq~at ively.
Therefor~, in a small system, I livD in tenaion betw2en both
val~ations, thus in unstable balance:
+
This meHns once more: the analysis does not nescribe a fixed
stlite. Rflther, it outlines a task. A joyful bl"k, howov~r.
Unstable balance does not mean that one hn3 to wunder
ridge between to abysses:
+
on a
This implies, finally, that 9mH.ll systems do not exi3 t.
They are not out the re like the big sy:ltems lire, to b.
found, 'nd to be looked at. and to be discussed. We have to
create our small systems every moment out of the big systems
which are around us. We CAnnot construet them at our dis-
cretion, however. There are always other people involved,
and a natural surroundinB. Thus our smnil systems exist in
our common responsibility.
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And then they ~re most real.
The reality of small systems is what Robert Pirsig
calls 'Quality' in his book "Zen and the art of motorcycle
maintenance" (References part 4). After developing the con-
cept of Quality in the coursp. of the book in a rather
abstract Bnd subjective (not to say egotistic) manner, the
motorcycle driver realizes at the end of the journey that he
can find Quality only with and through
start creating a small system!
his son. The two
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4. Tools and machines
For ::I second GX"ample, I turn to technology 11 fill link the
'~uestion: Is technology possible in small sY3tem::l'l Tp.chnol-
ogy deals with ~~hnic.!.!. sys!.em!: whi.ch ore systems mnr'!e up
from inanimate things. Such systemn ~re determIned solely
their means and rules. They enter our life in two Jif-
ferent ways: First, liS lUeans to describe, (lnd then to coo-
trol or to simUlate, animate systems. Second, mun-machine
systems, for example computer-~ided
treater'! as technical systems.
systp.m,':I , are normally
The first use is common in the biological, the economic
nnd ~he social sciences, and even in the humllnities. If one
perceives an animAte system as, or by means of, a technic:3.l
sY3tem, either one translates the t h re e he"irin,gs
(kno,.-ledge. '>/ill, and value) into the first two ones ( means
and rules) or one disregarrls them at all. In either cas~,
one :loes not trellt them as ·...hat they are, thus not appropri-
..~t,~1y. tlli:] way the system be,:omA~ big. 'fhis type of
reduction is well-known, although it mllY be described ie
di ffel'ent ways. !>Inny scientists, nmong others, feel uncom-
fortllble about it. In scct. 6 I will take up the 8 ener 'l1
question whether science cnn be done in small systems,
The second use of technical systems, in technolo8Y,
i nvobres e similar reduction in a less olltspoken WAY' In
technology and in any 8ngineartng science one concerneri
solely with technic,'!l ,,0 Obviou:'Ily,
- 21
humans have to design, build, operate, use nnd service these
systems. Nevertheless. the en~innnr ~dmit9 them into the
picture only abstractly - 85 desi~ners, builders, operRtors,
users und service-men, but not as livinF, people - and only
at specific points. In this way he tries to red Dee the
man-machine system 33 much as possibl0. to 8 technical Sy3-
tern. The knowledge of the user for exnmple, enters Jnto the
system, if at all, only through t h C! choi~e of th e
user/systems interface, which consi~ts of the machine parts
',ih ieh S8 rve , and the rules which govern, thl': inter.,etian
between user and machine. The Germnn word 'Schnittstelle',
separates the two
other's face.
The inter[~ce actually'cut po i n t' , is rev8ali n e
partners;
here.
neither can go l;hrollgh the
The siLllRtion is somewhAt differel\t wil;h the people who
a,~tllally build and run the system. Their knowledge, drive,
and esteem are essential: if they do not know the mnchine,
n c do not like the job, or do not want to work, the system
does not function properly. In ~pit() of th is f 9. C t th e
l"es8!l.rchers and workers in Softwgre Engineerin~ or any 3ci-
ence aiming at automatization try to reduce t h P. knowledge,
the will nnd the values of all humnns in the system into
rules and means as much as possible. I will not enter into
the current discussion about the reasons for and the draw-
backs and the advantages of this attitude. Analogously tn
the case of technical systems as models for enimate systelns,
man-machine systems become big through the very r€duction to
technical systems.
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Therefore, before I could discuss the
problems of technology, I have to nnswer the opening qlles
tion whether technology is possible in smnll systems. To do
this I have to be more precise about automAtization. (Here T
learned particularly from discussions with Wolfgang Tnube;
see References part 5.)
The process of automatization consists of analyzing the
situation (specification of the requirements), postulating
regularities (functional specification) , translRtine; into
t~chnically felisible terms (design), nnd finally carryine;
out the plan (implement3tion) The issue CBn thus be br0ken
up into two phases: formalization and (actual) automatiza
tion, or analysis and synthesis. 'rogether they lead from
the initial situation, i.e. from reality, to the finished






"In reality" the two phases are not sepa ra ted, but inter -
leaved. (See e. g. the book by C.B. Jones on Software
development; Raferences part 5.) Thus analysis And synthesis
should not be pictured as going strictly up and down, but
rather as meandering in e semi-circle. important
though, the model is as much renl as the initial situation;
namely it contains And concerns humnn beings. The technical
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itself is irrelevant, only as u rntln-mnchine system it serves
its purpose. And only then it cro:ltes problems. The pic-










wo can make the picture even more fitting if we underst.qnn.
time cyclic instead of linear. (See e.g. Fritjof Capra "The
'!'ao of Physics". I3.nd my note "Hessian 1,ake"; bo th plIrt 4 of
the References. ) Then the half-circle becomes rr circlp., or
rather a spir.ql. Once again we, designer and use r, come
back to where we 5tarted from, under changed conditions. In
t'~Chl1i~Rl terms: the work is never done, we have to run
til rough the circle over and over a~ain. (See the paper by
Floyd ~nd Keil in part 5 of the References.)
Thus the errors in automatization result from its
effort" to l'~nder man sup~t·rluous. Then on~ tries to reduce
reality to ~ tecllnical construct, maybe without realizing
that one is chaDSing n system which possible has been small,
into a big system. How can one automatize wi thou t loosing
mnn in t h 13 process? 'fh e re is only one way: all people
involved in the system have to walk through the hl3.1f-circle
together; only then will the system possibly stay small.
In his paper "Social Choice in Mn~hine Design" (Uefer-
.'
ences part 5 ) David F.
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Noble describes the method of
record-playback used for the Ilutomatic control of machine
tools. (Incidentally the method found its plnce in litera-
ture in Kurt Vonnegut's "Player Piano"; References part 3.)
There one tapes all settings Rnd movements of the machine
when a worker produces a certain piece for the fist time;
thereafter the tape is used to control the machine to do the
same piece automatically. The method did not spread Widely,
and was finally replaced by the method of numerical control,
where the commands on the control tape are computed. Like
any tool for automatization even record-playback eliminates
monotonous work processea, and thereby (albeit monotonous)




at least some independent work where their
and their likes may playa part.




all initiative from the factory hall to the
system can stay at
least halfway small.
Through automatization, one tries to make systems
bigger, not only numerically. As a process and in its
results automatization is expensive, Violent, and presumptu-
ous, it requires rigid rules and fixed knowledge. Thus how
can automatization be done in a small system? The above
answer sounds self-contradictory and it is according to com-
mon understanding: when one promotes automation in a small
system, then all people involved have to be involved all the
time
- 25
They have to be familil\r wi.th the system to be con
structed ,ljod with each other; they must '"ant the envisaged
charlee; -3.nd they must rate positi.vely wha!. thp.y I.Jre Ilbout to
automnted system CBn be "cut-point-frc(!"




the~e ~emands sound utopical, but they ~re not. I'hey surely
"lxclud8 any big technology; they chuI'ac terize what
Schumacher calls "small" or "Rppropriate technology" in
"Small is Beautiful" find his other books (RI~ferences P:j rt
4). Small techno!ogy is possible, lind npp~oprlnte, in mnny
sit.lations, not just in developine countrie~. In i ts con~c-
qll~nces fo r the people involved it surpn9~es Rny big tech
George McRobie, a coworker of Schumnchcr. reports
on its realization in his book "Small is Possible" (Refer-
ences p,q rt 4).
Therefore the cnll for amnII systems is not ~ elecl.qr~l-
ti on of wor ag,qinst technology nnel industriali~ation, not
ev~n flf,si nst the big compnnies per se. The Scott Bneler Com-
mfJflHCl3.lth nn EnBlish firm producing plRstics prorluctn on
wlllc:il Elchumacher reports in the lAst chapter' or his book
"Sm,qll is Be<lutiful" with nearly 400 pnrti~ip'lnt:J ~urely
is not a f31nily compRny, but it functions liS a amnII system,
for example through common ownernhi p T
unrlerstRnd "~mnll systems" as lin urgent invitntion to rl () It 1
witll economics TIS if people mattered" (which is the 8ubti
tIe of Schumacher"s book). Everybody is invited, whether he
heads a big company or handles his own business, whether he
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is a manager or 3 worker on the n~gembly line. T con-
vi!1ccd that whenever p~ople nct 9ccorrlin~ly to thi~ invitn-
tion, a cut in size will follow, since in a large company it
is always the comp~ny which matters, not the people _ work-
ers and customers. But this cut in numerical s1 ze is n
consequence, not the first step.
An flppt"opri<1te technology Y1 ellis to 0 1 s J'llther thnn
m2c:1ines. There I define the distinction bet~Qen tool and
machine not throueh properties of the objects in quention,
but through their relRtion to the Iiser: u machine forces th~
person working with it into a big system, 3 tool pc,mits him
tn stay small. A tool serves its user; mR.chines have to be
served.
Therefore an appropriate formulntion mi~ht bo: Alltomnt-
izetion should not be tak~n nbstrnctly, slncA it Is done by
people. People cRn use automatizRtion as n tool in the i r
smell systems, and may obtain many of its desired effects
this way. Indeed they may obtain its desir~ble effect~ only
in small ~ystems. I will present un exumple in the next
section.
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S. Lecturing once more
A9 an ax~mpl~ of automntl~Rtion witllin " ~,mn]l system,
I consider the following problem, whiell n190 r~lnt~9 to th~
question in section 2.
Problem: 'Use the computer to regulAte ~nd monitor the .'3 t 11-
rient activities in Rn introducto~y progrumming course.
Conventional solution: Before the term dGnign end
implement a service progrnm thrOllRh which the computer does
the following: it tests the students' proer~lIns ror errors,
grades them, ."I.nd prints out its results pluR comments and
advises; it keeps records of the of th e terminal
time, the error frequency, and the programming style of each
student; it watches out for students copying other students'
Ilssignments; at the end of the term it computes the grade
distribution, determines the finRI grades nnd prj,nts out the
results. Using this procedure one IniBht save many positions
for teochinB R9soct~tes and graders. On the oth,~r hllnd, it
l...tll ,~nllsider8blc effort IlnJ money to doaiRn lind nar-
vice the pl"ogr.qm. In effect the course will turn into a biB
system j n ev~ry l"cspect: it is rigid Rnd ,-::laborate; it if~
secure, determineJ, snd presumptuou3 on the !Jirle of the
teClcher; and it makes, or leave8, the students iBnornnt,
feebl~, and unconcerned.
Solution in a small system: The students themselves write
ser-.ice programs as term projects. There will be no central
lecture. The students work mainly on their own, in small
groups of up to four participnntn - cRlled "tanms" - using
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books, mnnuals. llnd the computer.
tutor, who is either a lecturer, 01" 3. tenching :ts3istant, or
" Rr~du~te student; Rs f~r as porJsib10 the fl~JS ignm~n t is
don~ on lllutual agreement, and can be chnngerl. The tutor
offers office hour3 where 'h e teams COme reeulRrly ifith
the pieces grow into a
similAr lo thnt of the
th~ir pieces of progrBms to be discus3cd onll tested. Du ring
the term the team is expected to make
service progr~m (or a part of it)
COllventional solution; only that the
tCI1ID rlecir}Cls whA.t i t
the progr.~m to do.
So each tenin createn its p~rti~u_
Jar progrnm, llnu ;1pplies it to their Own prOl~rnm!3
onl,v,
f3r 35 it goes.
The tutor::; Lake pHi.ns tho'lt the 8tur'l~nt:~ get
to know tIle essentil1ls of algorithmic re:lsoning with its
merits and its dr:'lwbacks. To keep this proceS:3 60ine they
me~t regularly, discuss the results nnd tha furt:her
Gourne,
on t h 11 t bnsi.s offer lectures on 3elect~ll subjects to
This Rolution dons not
through the evaluations of the
wri.tten/oral practical examtnRtions.




But it requires no
8tudents, rather on thn Gontrary.
system eithl~C. Also in






othel" rl~Bpects till! system enn be small, if only the p~rtici-
pant:,; want
it: the stUdents work mninly within their Lenm,
at certnin times the tutor comes in, occnRionally hi~
other
teams. The tutors work mninly with thoir tenms, and with
the other tutors, nnd also with books nnd the co!nputer.
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Since thesa proposals again aQllnd perhaps idealistic, I
discuss shortly four main objcction~:
Objection ~: Many students learn under direction .nd
au 1'e only. As a lecturer you have to furnish at least a
foundation of ready-made knowledge; otherwise it will not





terribly been use it procures
knowledge, and no abilities. This is d~ngerou3 for the stu-
dent: it undermines his self-reliance nnd h j :J nelf-esteem,
and impairs his will. It threatens llis individuality.
Later in his life he is likely to apply his knowledge as he
recr::ived it: feeble against his employ~r3. unconcerned with
the people inVOlved, ignornnt about the conscqllnnces of his
work. teaching nnd learning done in a big system i3
d~ngerou~ for the society, too.
~.;tection 2: The teams are sm all sY3tems alri.ght; but
Jhjection r Iln:Hler: The tenms need not
To thistogether they yield a big system, or else chnos.
into .,
big system, if every teRm works on its own. And the formin~
of the team3 will be less chaotic wilen there is enough ti.me
and opportunity to meet, and when the tutors form 8 small
sy stem themselves before the term bee;inl'J. 'l.'h.q t is '0 ~.'I.y I
if th~y know ea.::h other lind thE' taRk, if they li.ke the i r job
and the way it is done, if they are dediC:llterl to care for
their student~. Namely then they can nuture small systems
out of their tenms. Working in smAll systems thus brings
into the open what one should aim At anyway.
,
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~b.i_8Ct~~~ 1.: You cannot turn It 11~,:l.ur8 into IJ ~lIni\ll system,
if the surroun,ling university is n biR onn. Grude~, reBul~-
tions, other lectures, the very lJ\lilrl,ings ;./ i. 1] thwllrt nny
"rforL you might make. - This objection iR <:rucial.
surroundings can ffiRke living in :1 smnll 3ystr:rn oi ffi':ult.
But they nlake it impossible only if DOlt con(~eL~eR urn/Ill ~y~_
terns as a purely organizational problem. If you
system to its means and rules, it becolnou 'I Lcchniclility,
thus beco:nes big. This has been the 11nderlyin~ problem with
noy kind of university reform. It is fin~ to W'IDt La chllnet!
the systemj but to wnn t to have it chit n~(!,'1 j s " big-




are n human problem, not an
task we have to st~rt
orellnizational one. Thus
We
are overywhere surrounded by big systems; thUD small systems
c~n only grow from insi.ie out. "Small" lectures and "small"
research (seo n8xt section)
yi~ld Ii "Rmall" university .
rather than "big" plnns may
.Q.£t::.£.!}on.'1: I have tried your "solution", /lncl it rloenn't
work. - To this I allawer with the question: Have you really
brou~ht i~to bearing Hll five aspects? Recall thAt this i~
not an organizational problem. All people involved h3ve to
be involved as people, the students us well. Therefore "my
solution" is not s receipe. It might not work this way with
you, or with other people involved. And the finn 1 question
is: Does the "big solution" work? In 3 way which ennbles
all of us to do good work?
-"
6. Science
hAve sa in in sect. 'lbout
npplies to any kind of work: workin~ we RO throlle11 Ht'l~e3 of
::In'lly3.i5 Ilnd synthesis, walkine throllr,h 1I mCllnnering ha 1 f-
if we leave out any 0 f the s tHges, W(-: GO t(,(,
str~ight, missing our goal; noy '.'lork chaneH~, the r,~nli.ty frJI"
arounn; therefore if I wont to work in n small
syste"3S I ilave to take care thnt everyboriy nrrect8d hy the
work is involved as fl. person, not ,qS an ."lb~ltrnr~t entity.
Only in ~llch n nmall system wa do "good w(Jrk" (3r.hurnnchRr;
!lP.rerl~nces part 4); in big systems the worker in ne~lected.
or "-"lienllted" to use 11:lrx's terminoiosy.
I translate Marx's analysis of work into the ter'mino] -
ogy of 'small' and big' . Private work which I do for my
~WJl small system, or joint wOl'k which we do for e 11 C h oth~:,
in turns like the harvest in former times - either may ~~ll
keep the system smRll, But Rlr(~ady commercial harter, of
goods or abilities, mokes the system bi6: while bnrterine W~
llave to ~bstrRct from the menning nnd vnlue of the objects
in question, anu consider only their barter value. Thereby
our k'lowle~ge of the objects changes: we know their
exactly, but "e have to give up tIle intilnll~y of avery-dRY
use. We cunnoL commerciDlly exchange food whilu we ~at it.
'l'hus during the ex~hange we do not compare the objectH, but
their valu8. Actually - Dnd here MI11"X sooms lP.S~1 explicit
to me the other bearings change 119 Wl!11 in commercial
,
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barter we follow stricter rules tllnn in privat~ work; we nre
more determined after our f~oal; Wl! ,'Ire concern~d with our
big if we work for money. buying or selling




abilities. There finnll.y the
system
~llxiliRry means
become excessive: by relying on monn.y we become part of u
world-wide system. This in turn pushes the other bearines
into extremes: money as the Common denominator makes it so




carefully than at the things we buy.
t h (! pri~e-
every-day experience from the supermarket, but
is true as
well when
we go to a concert or hire a teacher: it is only
the credentials which cQunt, since we do not know
son.
the per-
possession -, and we abstract from eVdrything
This nbstrnctlon becomes mani-
aliens in an ~bstrAct would.







If we work only to possess, ~e are
this
else.
fest in mODey as a goal: money is worthles~ in
itsHlf, but
can be changed at any time into Bny form of pOsse~3ion. In
the same way any of the othe~ ben~in~~ when driven to the
extremes, becomes a pure potentiality, which be
transformed at any time into any concrete form.
the same function for
Money hns
the laborer, as Theory has for the
scientist, ReliB'ion for the faithfUl, L-!l.w for the politician






of his wo rk, Alienate:::l himsolf from his
- ,3 -
8urroun1ings.
?raoccupied with the rise of ~npitnliBm. Marx accept~
possess ion as the only determinant: the cnpital determines
every situntion, everythin~ else is reducible to it. In his
~;UCC023sion one tries to counteract Ililonation by chenBioB
o,/nel'ship, thus one tries to rule a ;Ji tU!l t.loD th rouBh the
f i ,3 t heRring alone. This is a r8du~tion cv~n more drn9tic
thnn the radllction to means and rules in the technj,cal cenlm
which I considered in sect. 4· Therefore such chnnR8s m~ke
the system bigger instead of smAller; the b,~(~omp.
IDora ubstract, alienating the workers more than ~ver.
Since Marx does not account for the other fa ur ben r-
logs, ~hey enter his system unchccke~.
tiee un~ korperliche Arbeit" {References
In hi:::! book "G~i:3-
Alfred
Sohn-Reth,]l extends Marx's ona1Y3i5 by incl,ll~inR SGienc~,
and thus the catesory 'knowledge'. It would \~orthwhi1e
to do the snme for the rnm8inin~ tltree be'lrin~3. Wolfe nn /:!;
Coy :lUO~~d Marx 39 sayinR "The true wenlth of a person lie3
in ~is r~lBtions". Whie)l relations does Marx meun?
AftAr Lh,~ KPIIRrHl inv8stieation 00 j 0
syst~m~ I turn to u specinl kind of wOl'k, n'Im2ly j,n 9cj.~nGe,
with a pnrti,~u13r elnphnsiA on Computer .'1eience. I
written about teaching and learning in sections 2 nnd 5;
what about research? Can I do it in amnii systems?




will have less problGffis working on my o~n degk
thRn when employed and controlled by. say. ,a,OV8l."nment
agency. Eu t in Rny sitURtion 1 hllve to keep :IRking myself
the five crucial question~: First, do I work with simple
means? Do I understand the macl1inp-, the progrftmmlng
language, the theory, well enough to be able to use thnm as
tools? Second, what kind of rules do I ohny? Am I a :-Jlnve
of thp scientific bustle? Do I e,ripe about sectnr, only my
own nose? Or do I follow simple rules which I feel respon_
resignation or with grim determinntion?
:::ibl13 for?
with
Fourth, do I carry my r~3el1r~h wi th
Ii' i f th. why Rm
I a scientist? Do I care for my work and fo, everybody
involved, am I a workaholic 0' om I obliVious to the
results, the motivations, and the consequences? Do I do
research as a rt pour l'art. or is there more to it?
The third question, the one concerning is
the most difficult: Is science without fixed knowledge con-
ceivable? I have to question both, knowledge as the ['esult
of research. and knOWledge concarning the mechanisms of
rasearch; b~th questions are reIRte~. [f [ do no' reflect
on the mer.hanisms of science, I concp.lve knowledee as
secure. If I thi~k I am in cont['ol of the mechl1niClms, 1
be c om e rigid, and my knOWledge docs not progress. [f I try
to fUlly understand my ideas, my methods and means, my goals
and motivations, then science can become a tool which I can
trust.
There is no such
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thing objective knowledge.
Knowledge 13 secure inside science, but nppllcab10 only o~t-
side. Sure enough· 1 +1 =: 2 is true for noything
mca~lurablei
but io a friendship we cnn have 1 ~1 '" 1, or 1 ~1
6 in II
or 1+1 =: 0 in a b.sttle.Ina rriage.




the borders of the
measurable world? Sclentific knowledge is certain
only
und ar secure conditions, thus in the big !lystem.
If I use
science as the path to gecure knowledB~, evcrybo~y involved
becomes alienated. The theorem9 of the mathcmati~iAn Qre
like money: vouchers worthless as such,
time in any practical sitl1Rtion.
to any
Again I emphasize that this is not declarFltion of
this time against science.
I am u scientist. And BS
such I po:nt to an indeterminatennns principle in ~leienee,
which only the physicists seem to know: The mo,e precise T
theorie:'l, the
try to make my scientific knowledge, the less
included; the more general I try to make my
am I myself




subjective knowledge either. I cRnnot possess
rather knowledge can relRte people if it is com-
scientific knowledge alive only through teaching,
mon ground, or if missing it 3epar~tes them.
I elln keep
Rpplying,
and developing it at the SElme time; this I can do only in
small systems.
These statements may sound fF.lmiliRr, as though they
Ii ere reviving th e
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old antinomy bctWf!nn tl180ry lind pr~xi~.
Btl t in discLlssing t hi. s nntinomy one norm1l11y does not
include the most important part: pr~xin con~i~tH not only in
the material things (menns 9.od rules). but in the last two
bearines ~s well; nBmely 110W our work is ~ui~ed by our will
and our values. Western science would be less nggressiv8,
and more
one wo uld
open for other kinds of knowledge ~nd wisdom,
keep this in mind.
if
In thi.s way, I can do Computer Seienee with gurnpti.on: I
set mysel r to the task to do it in small syste:ns. This
seems more aPPr'opriate than leaving the field, or trying to
vindicilte it, or closing one's eyes. Computer Science may
Sllfrcr as a field; but computer scientists will eain.
."
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7. Literature of ecology
What I have sAid up to now is htl rrlly fit to chllnee
anyone 9 conscience. Even for a scientist I science is
rather remote from every-day life. As I have mGntioned in
the introduction, my analysis of big and small system takes
root in reading nature books in a course on the Litp.rature
of Ecology. But what has nature to do with these ideAS?
The distinction between small nnrl big sY9tems in sect.
3 expressedly covers only systems with human p~rticipllnts.
in reproduction;
Natural systelos as such are neither big nor
is often exuberant in numbers, for eXBlople
sm n 11. No ture
it seems the more exuberant, the simpler the mechanisms ~re.
Ants and termites build their colonies in accordance with
rigid rules; each single insect seems to act randomly. Thus
one is tempted to sny that nature keeps its sY9tems small by
bA..lancing between abundance and scantiness. But this
attempt does not bring us humans into the picture.
The situation is the same as with science or technol-
ogy: Nature by itself is neither beautiful nor horrid, it is
just by itself. But here's the point: We clln leave or take
technology and science, but we are a part of nature without
being asked. (Although it mRy seem the oth~r way around
today.) And although we are insolubly entAngled with nature,
just how this relA..tion works, depends on us.
If I AIll greedy or overrletermined towards nature, I
.'
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exploit and devastate it; if I glorify it, it becom~s iJyl_
lie, ~ludes me. ridicules me; if I Jlttf)(:k it ."ith heavy
becomes deserted. If I am





imprope:- me.':lns or rules, with weflk knOWledge or will, it
kil~g m~; and if I underv:3.1ue it, I ravar,e it. Only if I
li~e up to the stnndards of nature, nature stays 'llive and I
live to 9a~ it as a small system. If man's natural besringR
gu out of kilter, man will vanish from the earth and likely
nsture with him.
The intimate relationship betwoen humans 'In'l n'lture is
n0 t restr"icted to means like shelter. etc. ; i t
penetr~tes the other bel\1'1ng8 as well. I consider the
thevry of evolution as an example. When D~rwin and others
~eveloperi it in the last country, it changed proroun,jly our
n,'-lture in general nnd of man in particular.
The ne~ knowledgp in turn changed people's attitude
ll.'lt.ure, ~rJ.de them look closer, or frightened them.
towa I'd s
The new
Lil'~0ry liiso ~hnn~~d the wny 'lOW p00ple valued thclnRelve3 and
11 'I t u re. This ~3~ not n simple process, it could make people
prouder or humbler, llep'ending on thei r l'ellgiotl3 bnckBround.
Influ~nced by, nn.l SUPP01"tinn the thnn prevniljn~ irleoloKY,
()nl~ tCJok I,he theory, lind doe~] till teJ(J:ly, lin nnyinr;: "gvoll1-.
tion is conti.nuous battle where the fittest Hurvivcs",
From this, one derives that n~gression is nnturlll, end
therefore a good, impulse. Only today some bioJOBists are
willing to propose 'cooperation' instead of 'aggre~3ion' IlS
<" ..
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the lendinB natur~l principle, proclaiminR "survival of the
best ~dBpted" instead of "survival of the ('1'h i s
idea is from Lewis Thomas, "The live~ of a cell", Referenc83
part 1, who describes on p. 31 immune reactions as " neces-
S;1,ry fa r the regulation nnd modulation of symbionis". See
also the book by Manfred RiBen And Paul Schuster, References
2, on the coopera ~ion of encyrnes La create life
cycles.) Finally Gregory Bateson (in his books "Steps to nn
ecology of mind" and "Mind and nature", References port 2)
conceives the individual human mind 3S an evolutionary 3y3-
thus getting insights into its workine which are qUite
different from those where one identifies the mind with the
brain as a neural systeln, or as a God-given mystery. Thus
for Bateson, we can keep mind and nRture in balance, in
small systems. (See also the book by Erich Jantsch, Refer-
eoces pfll't 4.)
Still this is farfetched. We experience nature quite
directly, as beuutiful and as terrifying, and we do not need
smnll syst~ms to create or even explain this experience. In
fa c t , ••L ~oes the other way around: by observing nature I
became aware of the small systems in which J lived, ,'l.nd
began to think about them. And I W3S enticed illto obserVing
nature rnor~ closely by rending books on ecology.
Ecology shows one the proper place man has in nature.
Ecology as a science at its best tries to find the proper
me<lSl1res (i.e. means and rules) to be taken to ensure man
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~is place in na ture. (At its worst it tri.en to tnilor
nature accordingly. Agllin the Germon term Unweltwis!len-
sGhllften Science of Surroundings i~ ~ re~eflting here:
Man is viewed as standing in the center, surrounded by
nature.) In terms of the analysis pre3ented here, ecology as
a science is reduced to the first three bearinef! means,
rules and knowledge; thus it deals ~ith bi6 systema in ~
If I want to experience nnturo in nrnnll
systt'!lo1S, th e pro pe r attitude and Inor~le ~re as importnnt.
As enrly fiS 1940 or so, AIda Leopold has (:relJ.t'~d the term
ecolo~ical conscience
lind lQnO in balance.
for this kind of appro~chiflg nature
I cannot grow an ecological conscience like u cllbbnge,
by adding two more dimensions to the science of ecology.
Rather it hBS to start from the roots of -"'andet" and terror,
gro'"ing into an open-minded exploratory consciousness,
branching into the intricate capacities needed to deal with
thus experienced as something to be nutured instead
of exploited. I ~dvise the reader who w3nts to experience
smal] systems in this undeflected wny to r~nd the follo~inB
five books in this order (all in References part 1): Henry
David Thoreau "Walden", John Muir in "The Wilderness World
of John ~1uir" (Edwin Way Teale, ed.). AIda Leopold "A Sand
County Almanac", Annie Dillard "Pilgrim at Tinker Creek",
Wendell Berry "The UnsettlinB of America". These five pao-
ple have lived in nature, or still do, (HiCh in his or her
specific small systems. By writinB about their experiences
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with nature, th ey do not just describe natura, but they
transform it into language, which I lligest reR~inR, growing
in my mind fruits from seeds they harvested, to SQW in turn.
Douglas R. Hofstadter in his book "Godel, Escher, Bach:
An F.:r.ternal Golden Braid" (References part 5) compares the
communication in the human brain with the interactions going
on i n anthill: we see the neurons nnd t~e ants and W2
eKp~rience thoughts and nnt activities, but we do not
how these two layers are connected. The book is written J.n
pillyful and aes the tically sRtisfying W"y .'lnd theu3
worthwhile reading, aa opposed to mnny purely scientific
books on the subject. The Iluthor, however, never /lsks for
the value of the thus postulated relation between man nnd
Anthill; on the contrary he explores hllman
order to und~r3tRnd artificial intellig~n~~.
intelligence in
More precious in the understAn~ing of 3m~11 systems is
"The lives of a cell" by Lcwis Thomns (References











understAnd better the meHning of human 1 if e throue h t h i ~J
anlllo&:r? r find his analogy striking, And refornllllRte here
the language pgrt of it: The system of langU<lge [13 .::I htal-
ity is unmensurably gigantic in time and spRce if the inJi-






genetic force, according to Thomas; I would call it nn ,~dll-
cntional
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force ag well); through this everybody is familiar
with some p~rt of the language, ~nrl thus is connected to the
a whole; without langu~ge the individual could
not exist as humao, languaee is his home and stimulates him;
without language mankind would not e~ist.
Following Thomas' analysis, are we entitlerl to conceive
men nnd their language as a small system? In this general-
ity it is a Big-Systems question which I refuse to answer.
Let us look more closely. In the rlialect9 of .3. region, ~I
tO~In. ,"I clHss, a group, 01"::1 family, people can





nation, like German or English, is 11 rat}ll~r big system.
Since hundreds of years administrators, merchants, clergy
men, .<ind artists(!) have enlarged and fortified it. Eu' it
is still staying alive through its dialects. E:lJle rfloto is a
dend. l:1nguage, and so is the "New3p~nk" of George Or ...·ell in
"\984" (References part 3.) Scientific languages lte in a
comn, dying from cancerous growth, and kept alive here und
ther!!
tist.
through the conscious effort of an occasional scinn-
So this is the wi~dom of the Itter~ture of ecology: To
st~y human I have to know what Man is. I depend on lnnguage
to express myself in this task. I depend on nature to tench
me that everything I create is provided by it. And I have
to create and nuture man, and nature,
small systems.
n nrl language in my
This finally allows
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another definition of 'system'.
Instead of defining a system through its member~ as in sect.
3. I can look at the interactions. Thus I define: a system
is 3 unity which is distinguished from its surroundings by
its language, which means: by the wny in terac tiona take
place.
befor8.
'Big' and 'small' systems ace then <l;~fined as
The new definition has its advantages. The old defini-
tion comes from, and leads to, a technical, ~nalyticBl way
of looking: I decompose reality into indivirlu~lls, which I
then link together through interactions to form a system.
But systems, and especially small ones, are m0 ro than th e
sum of its parts. In Nuclear Physics one considers systems
which interact so strongly that one cannot separate them
into loembers Bnd interactions, but one has to describo thelo
through the events whIch take place in and around the sys-
tem. (See the beautiful book "The Tao of Physics" by
Fr'itjof C~pr8. References part 4.) We should mnke better use
0' these experiences in social systems, especiRlly in our
o~[n small ones.
The neTi definition also sheds fresh light on ~, )1 P.
- appropriate - defective', or 'big-antithesis
small-big' .
'excessive
On the one hand, it shows more clearly tha t a
system which is big by being defective must interact percep-
tibly in at least one of the be~rings; otherwise it ~ould




more excessive n systems 18, the ~t~icter ond more fo rmal
its language must be, to be under9t~ndRble for 1111 members_
This is obvlous for systelns which 3re bi~ in size, but is
easily seen to be true for excessive systems in general.
The more formal e language is. the leaner it is; the less
have the members in common; the poorer is the communication.
Fa r example I csn speak very clea['ly in a sci.entific
language, but I cannot say much. Thus the eS3enti~1
antithesis is not theory against praxis, but theory in a big
system (which is too rigid to be applied) as opposed to
theory in small systems (which is less attrActive, but more
helpfUl).
As the foundations of mathematics one can choose set
theory (which builds on elements) or c~tegory theory (which
builds on relations). Both approaches hnve their drawbacks,
especially if used in extremes and against e~ch other. I
take this as an admonition that in a small system neither
the members nor the interactions are important on their own.
I quote from my Hort Park Journal 1980: "I want to
look closer at the hemlock's bark, to learn its signature.
Its many branches keep me away. Sinful to think of thinning
them out. The stern boughs build the tree, create a form.
Back in the woods I pouder: the trees together from some-
What is the difference? - On the south eage of
thing, too:
out of Many.
the woods. Both, branches nnd reea build One
the woods I find a tree with a singularly furrowed stem.
..
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Age and sun and rain have eroded its sllrfnce into deep cut
canyons, leaving chnins of light b~rk pncked into a dozen
layers. The sun warm on my back I follow the irregular
repeating patterns. They keep your eyes afloat And afix,
give you a hold on the tree, forming a structure into which
they disolve. Mathematically a structure isasetof
objects with relations Biven between them. The ~oods in our
lot are poorly structured: too many trees, set for money.
related only by the greed for light. The branches of the
hemlock, shaped like the tree, shape the tree, as the twigs
shape the branches, and the twiggies shape the twigs. In
the hemlock nothing is set, but all is related. Nothing
stands for itself; all stands for the tree, and stands in
the sun for you the observer, connecting you intimately to
the tree. Also when a wood grows wild, every part small or
large is R wild wood. trees overtake shrubs and, overtaken
-oy vines, fall into the weeds.
letting them be?contradiction: Structure
How
things by
can nature bear this
How
if it exists
many threads can you weave into one picture?




The lone ~nimal, be it leadar or outcast or solita-
stands out only ~&~inst the bnckCround of the others;
it is singled out from the group, thus structuring it. A
protect, reproduce, teach, enjoy each other.




are too many, by interfering of man or some other afflic-




into the Hortpnrt lot I and you will sea
011 the too many trees topple."
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r relate a personal selection of books And pa.pers for
re fe renee and further reading. I grouped the titles into
five fields to entice selection; actually most of the books
cover several fields, and resist Bny grouping. For further
provocation, I annotated most titles. If not, I have not





1. Nature, Biology, Agricultur~
Wandall Berry: A Continuous Harmony.
York 1975.
These are "Essays Cultural and
hidden supports of our life,




Wendell Berry: The Unsettling of America Culture and
Agriculture. Avon Books, New York 1978.
The author contrasts two ways of life: nuturing and
exploiting. The nurturer lives only in smnll systems,
the exploiter makes them big. I value this book
highly. I like most his understanding of the Greek
'arete', explained through the story of the return of
Odysseus.
Rachel Carson: Silent Spring. Fawcett Books, Greenwich,
Comm. 1962.
The classics on how we poison our world. I found it so
depressing, I could not read through.
Annie Dillard: Pilgrim at Tinker Creek. Bantam Books,
1975.
I value Annie Dillard and AIda Leopold as the true fol-
lowers of Thoreau. She is both a biologist working in
a laboratory and a mystics liVing in a cabin at 8
creek, and as such she sees most closely the wonders
and terrors of nature, and writes about them in an
intriguing and puzzling way. The book I like best.
.'
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Annie Dillard: Holy the Firm. Bantam Books, 1979.
A passionate and grim reflection on contingency 6nd
necessity, on what men do and what God makes them do.












Wes Jackson: New Roots for Agriculture. Friends of the
EArth, San Francisco, 1980.
The author, director of The Land Institute, shows that
our agriculture is destructive to the earth in B
thorough way: simply by relaying mainly on annual crops
we destroy the topsoil. Using more perennial crops we
could develop an ecologically stable agriculture.
Mark Kramer: Three Farms - Making Milk, Meat and Money [rom
the American Soil. "BRntam Books, 1981.
The best factual book complementing Wendell Berry.
Written in a clear, knowledgeable and balanced way -
and thereby poetic and affecting.
Joseph Wood Krutch: The Desert Year. Compass Books, The
Viking Press, New York, 1963.
Reports on a long sabbatical in the lower Sonoran
Desert, mixing very fine descriptions and some deep
reflections as in "From a Mountaintop" and "The Indivi-
dual and the Species".
Aldo Leopold: A Land County Almanac. Ballantine Dooks,
1970.
A professor of BioloBY, advisor to the government, and
weekend farmer, the author worked in ecology earlier
than anybody. He developed concepts like' food chain'
and 'land pyramid', and argued for "land ethics" and
"ecological conscience". His thinking evolves from
beautiful observations of nature and of men's role in
it.
Barry Holstun Lopez: Of Wolves and Man.
Sons, New York, 1978.






into the country. Bantam Books,
in Alaska, alona and together.






Farley Mowat: Never Cry Wolf. Dell Publ.. New York, 1963.
The CRnRdian Government sends the author into the wild-
erness to prove that wolves kill all the caribou. He
finds that the trappers do it, whereas the wolves eat
mice - and are lovely Bnd peaceful creatures, which men
Bre not.
EdwinJohn Muir: The Wilderness World of John Muir.
Teale, ed .• Houghten Mifflin, Boston, 1954.
Compared to Thoreau John Muir is n wild man. He
through North America, sleJdes down a canyon
avalanche, Bnd rides the waving top of a pine
storm. His writing is as powerful today as his






Dirk Stefkes: Hessian Lake, Bear Mountain Stilts Park.
Manuscript 1 p .• 1980.
A short reflection on time, viewed cyclically instead
of linearly.
Gary Snyder: Earth House Hold. A New Directions Book, New
YClrk, 1957.
Notes frClm a diary and reflections, on traveling in the
Far East and on keeping watch in the American mountain
~ilderness. How to get back to archaic values through
Western ecstasy and Eastern meditation. I find it a
gtrange and beautiful book.
Lewis Thomas: The lives of a Cell. Bantam BCloks, 1976.
A biologist draws from his experience in raising funda-
mental human questions: What is an organism? Is
aggression or cooperation the leading principle of evo-
lution? I learnt much from this book.
Lewis Thomas: The Medusa and
1979; Bantam Books, 1980.
the SnAil. Viking Books,
Henry D:\vid Thoreau: Walden, and other writings. Bantam
Books, 1962.
For two years Thoreau moved into the woods to see
whether he could lead B "simple life" there, depending
on nature in body Bnd spirit. The classics of the
American literature of ecology, written about 1850. I
love it better each time I read it.
Henry David





HistQry Essays. Pe reg rine
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I like best the essRy on "Walkine", pral~ing
He goes as far as to say: "In literature





Jan Wojcik et al. (ed.): Aftertaste
expressions of Horticulture Park.
Winter-Spring, 1977.
"Exercises in repose. Students of a course
Literature of Ecology, mainly scientists, went
to a sroall area in the Horticulture Park at







Pu rd ue Uni v e r-
Jan Wojcik et al. (ed.): The Hemlock's Bark -
of expressions of Horticulture Park.
aity, Winter-Spring, 1980.
"Exercises in seeing with the ecological eye." Like the
first booklet done by the students as a course project.
The proceeds went into a local wilderness project.
Jan Wojcik: A Spawning Run of Ecological
Against the Current. The CoEvolution
summer 1981, pp. 24-28.
On the problems of getting the small





by the big system
Jan \{ojcik: The Eye of a Bluefish.
lution Quarterly, summer 1983.
A story about a great night of
seeing and being seen.
2. Evolution
To appear in the CoEvo-
fishing. A story of
Grego.y Bateson: Steps to an Ecology of Mind. Ballantine
Books, New York, 1972.
A collection of brillently written "metalogues" and
essays covering much of the author's own evolution,
leading towards the book quoted next.
Gregory Bateson: Mind and Nature - a Necessary Unity. Ban-
tam Books, 1979.
The human mind, created through biological evolution,
reflects evolution in its working in cycles, through
contradictions. An intricate deep retrospect of a
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great biologist on his life's work.
Charles Darwin:
'968.
The Origin of Species. Penguin Books,
Manfred Eigen, P. Schuster: The lIypercycle. Springer-
Verlas. lIeidelberg, 1979.
The exciting thesis about the origin of life through
self-preserving and self-governing cycles. The authors
discuss the concepts, and develop the chemical and
mathematical formalisms in detail.
Loren F,iseley: The Immense Journey. Vint~ge Books, New
York, 1959.
"In an unusual blend of scientific knowledge ~nd ima-
ginary vision, Loren Eiseley tells the story of man."
The ~nthropologist and naturalist investigates and con-
templates the sudden lenp in the evolution of the human
brain: How did it happen; where will it lead? Very
nice to read.
Stephen Jay Gould: The Panda's Thumb - More









John R. Pfeiffer: The Emergence of Men. H!lrper 8: RoW', 1978.
Steven Rose (ed.): Against Biological Determinism. By the
Dialectics of Biology Group. Addison & Busby, clistr.
by Schocken, 1982.
Steven n098 (ed.): Towards a Liberatory








The Double Helix: A Mentor Dook, Ne ....
Stephen Weinberg:
1977.
The first three minutes. B.9.ntam Bo 0 ks ,
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3.
Ernest CRllenbach: EcotopiA. B~nynn Tree Books, Berkeley,
1975.
The thtee Western States of the USA have separated, ~nd
founded an ecological state. Nicely alternating
between the diary and the official reports of a newspa-
per columnist it is a cunning mixture of Thoreau,
Skinner and sex.
Ernest Callenbach: Ecotopia Emerging. Bantam Books, New
York, 1982.
Covering the 70s und the 80s it gives the history lend-
ing to the state of tile preceding book, trying to jus-
tify its realizability.
Stephen Diamond: What the Trees Sai~. Life on 11 New Age
Farm. Dell Pub!.. New York, 1971
On the life in a farm commune. The tre~s relll1y talk,
Rg~in Bnd again the cow breaks into the vegetable
patch, they never have money, nothing 1s organized,
everybody does everything, and nobody knows where they
ere going, because it takes a whole life to arrive.
Horst von Gizycki: Quadratur des Zirkels: Gelebte Utopien





Horst von Gizycki, Hubert Habicht (ed.): Oasen
Freiheit. Fischer alternativ 4012, Frankfurt am
1978.
Several authors report on alternative ways
"models for survival" - from the past and
The editor himself is involved with such
the University of Kassel. West Germany.
der
Jo[!lin,
Aldous Huxley: ~rave New Wo~ld. PengUin BookR', 1955.
Kathleen Kinkade: A Walden Two Experiment. William Mor~ow,
New York, 19.,j.
The famous farm commune Twin Oaks in Virginia was
founded under the principles of "Walden Two" by Skinner
(see below). (Ita existence seems to be endangered
now, maybe by these very principles.) One of the found-
ers reports in detail on the problems nnd pleasures of





B.F. Skinner: Walden Two. MacMillan Publ.. 1948.
The founder of behaviourism tries to come to terms with
faschism in 1945. by writing this utopia. He
expressedly refers to Thoreau, but with all his wonder-
ful ideas about communal life, he is actually antagon-
istically opposed to Thoreau, and smacks of faachism
himself. Everybody should be aware of this book.
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.: Player Piano,
1952.
AvoJ1. Books, New York I
4. Social, PQlitical, and PhilCisophical !.E..Pic.~
Fritjof CaprA.: The Tao CJf Physics: Shamb,ql"l, Berkeley,
1975·
The best introduction I know to Western philosophy and
Eastern nuclear physics, and to the similarities of
their languages. Capra is a nuclear physicist who got
to know Zen Buddhism, and since then is hooked to both.
Yona Friedman: Utopies realisables. German: MachbRre Uto-
pien. Fischer alternativ 4018, FrRnkfurt RID Main 1977.
Friedman's "critical group" is something like the big-
gest possible small system of a given type. His
anRlysis is purely structurRI, thus for me the essen-
tial is missing. Still I find his utopias useful, and
I like his cartoons.
William Golding: Lord of the Flies. Penguin Books 1960.
The great parable on the impossibility of a humanistic
democracy, told through the thrilling story of a youth
group which is lost on a South Sea island.









Verlag, FrRnkfurt am Main, 1982.
Managers. s.
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Memories of a manager who promotes ·ecolo~icRl idens in
big cooperations.
C.S. 1ewis: An gltperiment in Criticism. C'lmbridg(: Univer-
sity Press, 1961.
How would it be if everybody would assess literature by
his own standards instend of by eternal norms? Lewis'
thesis is that it is not the books which are good or
bad, but what I do to them, and they do to me.
George r'lcRobie: Small is Possible. Hllt"pe!" & RCJw, New York
1981 .
The author, who is one of Schumacher's coworker8 in the
Intermediate Technology Development Group, gives a
factual account about who is doing what, where, tQ put
into practice the ideas expressed in E.F. Schumacher's
'Small is BeautifUl"'.
Robert Pirsig- Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance.
Bantam Books, 1975.
A man and his son go west on s motorcycle. The man
gives Chautauquas: on the journey; why he maintains his
own motorcycle; why his friends do not. On the road he
pursues the spirit (and the ghosts) of rationality,
~hich have produced the wonderful technology, which
oppresses us now. It is not quite too late when he
realises that it is his son who has the most important
question to ask. Again and 8ssin I argue with the
boclk, learning f1.new.
Charles A. Reich: The Greening of America. Penguin Hooks,
1971.
The author describes three consciousnesses: that of the
American settler (which is vanishing), the oreaniza-
tional one (which is prevailinB), and the ecological
one (which is dawning). Although the book is shallow
compared to Berry's, Reich has Ileiped to start the eco-
logical movement in the USA, and has deeply influenced
it.
E.F. Schumacher: Small is Beautiful. AbACUS, London 1974.
Throughout his life in lectures and projects Schumacher
has put into practice the ideas of Thoreau and Leopold
as they translate into the realm of economics and tech-
nology. His message is that not only the developing
countries, but we all have to act "as if people mat-
tered". Very good to read; even better to do.
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E_F. Schumllcher: A Guide for the Perplexed. Perennll11
Library, 1979.
IIA Manual for Survival, concerned not merely with indi-
vidual physical or even societal endurnnce (though
that, too). but more importtlntly with the full realiza-
tion of human potential." Christian humanism, not as II
religion, but in the spirit of small systems.
E.F. Schumacher: GClod Work. Harper Ccl1ophon Books, New YClrk
1979.
Some later lectures which bring into focus the attitllde
of Schumacher's whole life. In this edition the book
is valuably supplemented by 0 critical essay "The Mak-





Alfred Sohn-Hethel: Geistige und korperliche Arbsit
Theorie del' gesellschaftlichcn Synth~si9.
Suhrkarnp 555, Frankfurt am M:d.n 19'12.
The author criticizes the annlysis of Marx
by continuing it: Marx has not ql1estioned




Die Reden des Sudsee-Hauptlings
Tanner & Stnehelin-Verlag, Zurich
Tuiavii: Del' Papalagi _
Tuiavii BUS Tiavee.
1980.
If you have problems with the laneuaRe
terns, read this book. The chief of a
is pu~zled by everything we do; if you




5. Science, especially Computer Science
L.A. Belady, M.M. Lehmann: The Characteristics of Large
Systems. In "Research Directions in Software Technol-
ogy" ed. Peter Wegner, M.I.T. Press, 1979.
By the definition of the authors a software system is
"large" if s~veral people are needed to understand and
design it. Accumulating data from prodllcers und users
the authors discuss characteristical problems of SUCII
systems.









Computers do not have n living body, and thus
any situation as built up, not os whole.
perceive
Andrzej Ehrenfeucht: Practical Decirlability. Journal Com-
puter System Sciences vol. 11,1975, pp. 392-396.
On the problem of "too large" quantities in decision
procedures for mathematical theories.
A.S. Esenin-Volpin: Le programme ultra-intuitioni.'3te des
fondements des Mathematiques. In "Tnfinitiatic
Methods", Proc. Symp. Found. of Math., Warschnu 1959,
Pergamon Press 1961, pp. 201-233.
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